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How do you define real? If you are talking about what you can feel, what you
can smell, what you can taste and see; real is simply electrical impulses
interpreted by your brain.
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ANCOVA
ANOVA
cDNA
CV
HTR2C
Pl, Pg
mRNA
N
ng
OMIM
PCR
PFC
RT
SNP

analysis of covariance
analysis of variance
copy DNA
coefficient of variation
serotonin receptor 2C
micro (10-6) liter, micro (10-6) gram
messenger RNA
Number of observations, sample size,
nano (10-9) gram
Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man
polymerase chain reaction
prefrontal cortex (of brain)
reverse transcription
single nucleotide polymorphism

Introduction

To find genes involved in schizophrenia and other complex disorders of the
brain is a daunting task. It can be approached by performing linkage analysis
on affected families, analyzing allele frequencies among populations or by
performing microarray screenings (Sawa et al. 2002). Candidate genes are
also selected by studying functions related to disease phenotypes, for
example in animal models (Seong et al. 2002).
To obtain more information on the function of disease candidate genes,
mRNA quantity differences between patients and controls, as well as
between animal models and control animals are useful.
However, biologically significant differences in brain mRNA expression
between patients and controls can be small, they might be present only in a
subgroup of patients, and they might show a considerable inter-individual
variability. To be able to detect minute differences in mRNA levels between
patients and controls, a strategy was developed using a sensitive real-time
RT-PCR method, a large sample size and a powerful statistical model.

The use of mRNA levels to understand brain function
Changes in gene expression can have major effect on brain function. Small
shifts in the expression levels of hormones, neurotransmitters, their
transporters and receptors as well as other neuron-specific mRNA have been
proposed to be related to behavioral differences between individuals, as well
as variable susceptibility to drugs (Lesch 2001, Hamer 2002). The
description of expression patterns provides clues about regulatory
mechanisms, biochemical pathways, and broader cellular functions. It helps
to elucidate disease mechanisms and to find drug targets. Therefore, an
identification of disease or drug specific differences in expression will add to
the understanding of the pathways affected (Bunney et al. 2003). Protein and
mRNA expression methods are complementary to achieve these goals.
Advantages of mRNA methods are that they are generally less difficult,
more sensitive, and involve more high throughput approaches than protein
based methods. The differences found in mRNA levels are often correlated
with differences in protein levels. For example, a study of the C.cresentus
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bacterium cell cycle using a two-dimensional gel method for proteins and
DNA microarrays for RNA showed similar expression profiles between
protein and RNA (Grunenfelder et al. 2001). Moreover, measuring mRNA
levels provides information about gene activity. If one gene is activated, it is
possible that other genes in the same pathway are affected as well.
The main disadvantages of measuring mRNA are associated with these
molecules not being the final expression product. The mRNA levels may
therefore not be correlated with the protein levels or the final protein might
be modified and may form complexes with other proteins. In addition, the
localization of the final protein is not obtained.

Choice of RNA quantification method
Today there are many different RNA quantification methods available.
Selecting a method depends on the aim of the RNA quantification and
economical considerations. Microarrays are used to explore thousands of
genes while Northern blot, in situ hybridization and real-time RT-PCR are
used for more precise analysis of a small number of genes (Fig. 1) (Mirnics
et al. 2001, Bunney et al. 2003).
Microarrays, Northern Blot, and in situ hybridization, are hybridizationbased detection methods and thus restricted by their requirement for large
volumes of samples, by being labor intensive (Bird 1998, Duggan et al.
1999) and by having a smaller dynamic range (Mirnics et al. 2001). The realtime RT-PCR method, on the other hand, requires little sample and can be
performed with a high sample throughput (Klein 2002) (Fig. 1). Microarrays
are used for large semi-quantitative screenings to search for genes and
groups of genes differentially expressed, or co-expressed between sample
populations (Bunney et al. 2003). Real-time RT-PCR is used for validation
of microarray results and for more precise analysis of selected genes
(Chuaqui et al. 2002, Bunney et al. 2003).
Tissue complexity is an additional factor that affects the reliability of the
RNA quantity measurement. In situ hybridization (sometimes on tissue
microarrays) can be used for information about cellular localization
(Chuaqui et al. 2002, Bunney et al. 2003).
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Figure 1. Overview of sample and gene processing ability of different RNA
quantification methods.
The high throughput assay for thousands of genes; expression microarrays are
complemented by other methods, such as real-time RT-PCR, Northern blot and in
situ hybridization. Real-time RT-PCR also has the advantage of being high
throughput in sample processing. Figure adapted from Mirnics 2001 (Mirnics et al.
2001).

DNA microarrays
Oligonucleotide and cDNA microarray assays are fluorescence or
radioactivity based expression techniques that have revolutionized the
detection of gene expression patterns, since they are able to screen mRNA
expression of thousands of gene transcripts simultaneously (Yang et al.
2002). The use of microarrays as a genome-wide tools to elucidate the
function of genes is increasing (Chuaqui et al. 2002). However, technical
difficulties involve the requirement for highly concentrated RNA samples
with 50-200 Pg RNA or 2-5 Pg polyA+ RNA required (Duggan et al. 1999).
Additional problems are cross-hybridization (Chuaqui et al. 2002), the
reproducibility of assays, and the development of efficient procedures to
handle the multitude of data points produced in each individual experiment
(Yang et al. 2002). Sensitivity is reported to be 1 copy detected among
100,000, but such high sensitivity will result in a higher rate of false
positives and a higher required number of replicates (Duggan et al. 1999,
3

Lockhart et al. 2000). To accurately detect a difference a sufficient number
of replicates is required (Yang et al. 2002).
The technology will evolve further and some solutions to problems
associated with microarrays have been proposed. Among the solutions
suggested are amplification of the RNA sample (Chuaqui et al. 2002) and
using more powerful statistical designs (Yang et al. 2002).

Real-time RT-PCR
Real-time PCR is used to quantify cDNA produced by reverse transcription
(RT) of mRNA. The amount of cDNA produced in reverse transcription is
proportional to the amount of mRNA in the sample and thus the real-time
RT-PCR method is able to quantify mRNA (Gibson et al. 1996).
Reverse transcription (RT)
Reverse transcription is performed using a reverse transcriptase enzyme,
primers and nucleotides. The enzyme produces copy DNA (cDNA) from the
mRNA template. The reaction can employ gene-specific, random or oligodT primers. Gene specific primers increase specificity and decrease
background; random and oligo-dT primers, on the other hand, maximize the
number of mRNA molecules analyzed (Bustin 2000).
The reverse transcription step is the source of most variability between
different reactions in quantitative RT-PCR measurements (Freeman et al.
1999). Therefore, a reference has to be used to adjust the obtained quantities
of cDNA. The reference can be an RNA standard with known amount or the
measured amount of reference genes present in the RNA sample.
Real-time PCR
Real-time PCR measures the PCR product as it accumulates in the
exponential phase of the PCR reaction. The quantity of the template (cDNA)
is characterized by the point in time during the amplification (expressed as
cycle threshold, Ct) when the amount of amplified PCR product reach above
an arbitrary threshold. The larger the quantity of the template (cDNA), the
sooner the PCR product reach above the threshold.
This can be compared to an endpoint measurement, which measures the
amount of PCR product accumulated after a fixed number of cycles. The
amount of PCR product after the reaction is completed is more sensitive to
reaction conditions, than the amount during the exponential phase of the
reaction. During the exponential phase, the reaction components are not
limited. Consequently, Ct values are very reproducible for reactions with the
same starting copy number. Real-time RT-PCR show a coefficient of
variation (CV) of less than 2% (Klein 2002), as compared to 14 % for
4

conventional RT-PCR (Zhang et al. 1997a). Furthermore, the real-time RTPCR method differs from other RT-PCR methods in the following aspects: it
can be used in high throughput assays, has less contamination risk, has a
larger dynamic range (of 7-8 log), and needs less hands-on time (Klein
2002).
The PCR product is detected by DNA intercalating dyes such as Ethidium
Bromide or SYBR Green or by amplicon-specific probes. The probes can be
hybridization probes, where the fluorescence is released after hybridization
of probe, or hydrolysis probes, where the fluorescence is released after
cleavage of probe by the DNA polymerase. Dyes are not sequence-specific
and will intercalate in unspecific amplification products and in primer
dimers. However, it is now possible to study the melting curve profiles to
detect these artifacts (Bustin 2000).
Real-time RT-PCR provides a high-resolution measurement
Any technique needs a sufficient number of individuals and replicas to give
reliable measurements (Yang et al. 2002). Due to stochastic effects,
reproducibility is reduced for all quantification methods at low mRNA levels
(Peccoud et al. 1996). Consequently, even more replicas are required to
measure genes that are expressed in small amounts. As most mRNAs are
present with 5-15 copies per cell (Alberts et al. 1994) multiple replicas can
be a demand for the analysis of many genes.
A small difference in the specific gene cDNA template quantity is
amplified using real-time PCR, making this method highly sensitive, and the
detection of less than five copies of a template is possible (Klein 2002).
Real-time RT-PCR approaches have at least 2-fold resolution (Gibson et al.
1996). The high sensitivity, the high resolution, and the possibility to readily
measure many replicas make real-time RT-PCR the preferred choice to
measure small differences in mRNA expression.

Statistical analysis of differences between groups
A common approach to understand how genes are affected in a disease is to
compare the mRNA levels between patients and controls, or animal models
and control animals.
For microarrays, the aim of the statistical analysis is to select genes of
interest and there are several strategies to accomplish this goal (Chuaqui et
al. 2002, Yang et al. 2002). To confirm that there is a certain difference
between two groups, the measurements need to be confirmed with a more
precise method such as real-time RT-PCR. In these methods, the difference
is tested for statistical significance.
5

Generally, any test for significant difference calculates the probability (pvalue) that the results obtained are due to chance only, given the size of the
mean difference, the standard deviation, and the sample size. When an
observed difference yield a p-value of 0.05 or less, the difference is
considered significant, as only one test out of 20 will have this outcome by
chance. If one hundred tests are performed, five of these can show a
significant difference by chance. Therefore, a correction due to the number
of tests has to be considered. Bonferroni correction corresponds to the
division of the p-value with the number of tests (Zhang et al. 1997b).
However, the determination of the number of independent tests can be a
matter of debate.
Different statistical tests can be applied to compare mean differences but
an ANOVA (analysis of variance) test is commonly applied for normal
distributed samples (Gaddis 1998). The ANOVA provides the same results
as a Students t-test for two groups, however, more than two groups can be
compared. The ANCOVA (analysis of covariance) can detect differences
between groups while controlling for other variables (Gaddis 1998).

ANCOVA
The ANCOVA model can be formulated as a linear equation between a
dependent variable (here: expression of gene Y) and several independent
variables (See Formula 1). The independent variables can be categorical,
such as diagnosis or quantitative covariates, such as reference gene
expression. The expression level of a reference gene is not an independent
variable, but can be used as such in ANCOVA.

GeneY

a categorical variable  b * covariate  error

Formula 1. The ANCOVA model can be described as a linear equation.
The observed mRNA expression level of a gene (Gene Y) is here fitted to a linear
equation including the effects (a) of the different groups within a categorical
variable and the slope (b) to the covariate. In reality, more than two variables can be
included in the model.

After formulation of the model, the obtained gene Y expression values are
fitted to the equation. In other words, the regression coefficients (slope, b)
and the categorical effects (a) are calculated from the gene Y data, to make
the best fit of the model to the observed data. The equation can then be used
to predict the expression for the gene Y. As the model is fitted to the
observed data, it will make the mean predicted expression equal the mean
6

observed expression. The difference in a single sample between the
predicted and the observed value constitutes the random error (the
residual/prediction error). The model is then used to test differences in group
means and/or interaction between variables.
The test between means of groups in the ANCOVA uses the variables in
the linear equation to adjust the mean expression for the group factor of
interest (here: diagnosis). If the variables included in the model explain a
large part of the variability, the estimated error variability will be adjusted to
a lower value. Thus, these variables will increase the power to detect a
difference in group means.
However, one cannot include an unlimited number of variables, as all or
most of the variability in data would then be explained by the model and no
data would remain for calculation of the error estimate. In other words, too
many variables on a limited sample size would give a rigid model with no or
low power to test for any differences.

Schizophrenia
Schizophrenia is a mental disorder with a life time prevalence of 1% in the
world population and many of those diagnosed with this disease have to use
medication throughout their lifetime. The schizophrenia syndrome is
composed by a collection of symptoms, which can vary substantially
between patients. However, all schizophrenia patients are characterized by
psychotic episodes where patients are not able to perceive reality correctly.
Psychotic symptoms include delusions, hallucinations and disordered
thoughts (Kandel 2000).
The psychotic symptoms are usually present at the acute phase of the
disorder, and are referred to as positive symptoms. Negative symptoms, on
the other hand, describe lack of normal function. The negative symptoms,
which are more common in the chronic phase, include cognitive deficits and
lack of motivation (Kandel 2000). Social and occupational deterioration is
often associated with the disease (Andreasen 1995). However, it has been
indicated that 50-70% of the patients will improve or recover significantly
after the first psychotic episode (Harding et al. 1992). The disorder usually
appears between age of 15-25 years for males and 15-30 years for females
(Hafner et al. 1998). It is difficult to study the life course of patients because
of the changing nature of diagnosis, treatment, and social norms (Schultz et
al. 1997). Nevertheless, the suffering of those affected along with that of
their relatives, as well as the cost for society, emphasizes the need to study
the causes of schizophrenia.

7

Schizophrenia diagnosis
In addition to being a disorder with a complex etiology, schizophrenia is not
as straightforward to diagnose as disorders displaying physical symptoms,
such as diabetes or cancer. Today, the diagnosis is often made using the
diagnostic criteria DSM-IV or ICD-10 published by the American
Psychiatric association and the World Health Organization (Regier et al.
1994, Kandel 2000). The criteria can be summarized as 1-6 months of
psychotic symptoms where other mental disorders, such as depression and
drug addiction, are ruled out.
The patients diagnosed as schizophrenics belong to a highly
heterogeneous group and they suffer from symptoms shared by other
psychiatric diseases such as bipolar and unipolar depression. Many
investigators agree that there are different underlying etiologies for these
psychiatric diseases (Evans et al. 2001). However, bipolar and schizophrenic
patients could share susceptibility genes (Evans et al. 2001, Sawa et al.
2002). The arguments for common genes include co-localization of linkage,
shared symptoms, co-existence of both diseases in kindreds, and the
presence of individuals with a phenotype intermediate between bipolar
disorder and schizophrenia (Evans et al. 2001). Moreover, a recent paper
show similar changes in the oligodendrocyte gene expression in these two
patient groups (Tkachev et al. 2003).
The wide spectrum of schizophrenia symptoms is a problem when
searching for genes involved in schizophrenia. This can be addressed by
looking at intermediate traits, which are heritable quantitative phenotypes
that are thought to be more directly related to disease-causing factors than
the diagnosis itself. Intermediate traits are often referred to as
endophenotypes but the original meaning of an endophenotype is a
biochemical intermediate trait that cannot be measured in an intact organism.
A differing mRNA level in a schizophrenia brain can be considered an
endophenotype. Other endophenotype examples include dysfunctional eye
movement, working memory deficits, and sensory motor gating (Gottesman
et al. 2003). Endophenotypes can help to identify specific pathways and
genes involved in complex psychiatric diseases (Gottesman et al. 2003).
Moreover, endophenotypes can be studied in animal models. It is feasible to
check mice for impaired working memory and for social withdrawal while it
is not possible to have schizophrenia diagnosis in animals (Seong et al. 2002,
Miyakawa et al. 2003).
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The prefrontal cortex and schizophrenia
The symptoms of schizophrenia indicate the involvement of various parts of
the brain, including the temporal lobe and the prefrontal cortex. The
schizophrenia brain does not present any characteristic pathology, such as
the neurofibrillary tangles observed in Alzheimer’s disease. However, small
changes in cytoarchitecture and brain volume have been reported in
untreated patients (Torrey 2002). A temporal lobe reduction has been evident
in many MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) studies (McCarley et al. 1999).
The prefrontal cortex (PFC) (See Fig. 2) is of specific interest for
schizophrenia and has been proposed to have a decreased activity in patients.
The PFC is important for motivation, working memory, and making
decisions (Weinberger et al. 1994, Kandel 2000). Cognitive deficits related
to working memory and motivation are often present in chronic
schizophrenia patients. A decrease in prefrontal cortex function may be due
to a decrease in frontal lobe volume observed in several studies (McCarley et
al. 1999). The volume reduction is less consistently found for frontal than for
temporal cortex (McCarley et al. 1999), but a correlation of disease severity
and decrease in PFC gray matter is an interesting finding in one recent study
(Cannon et al. 2002). In addition to these observations, patients have
demonstrated less blood flow in this area of the brain when performing
cognitive tasks (Weinberger et al. 1994, Goldman-Rakic et al. 1997, Bunney
et al. 2000).

Figure 2. The prefrontal cortex of the brain
The prefrontal cortex, here in gray, is the most frontal part of the brain.
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The prefrontal cortex is connected to virtually all sensory and motor systems
as well as to a wide range of subcortical structures. The prefrontal cortex and
the limbic system to which it is connected matures post adolescence, the
period when schizophrenia first becomes apparent in most patients (Spear
2000). The decreased PFC function could either be due to a bad connection
to subcortical structures, or to decreased function independent of the
connections.

Drug treatment of schizophrenia
The history of drug treatment of schizophrenia starts in the 1950's with
chlorpromazine and its derivatives, which have a substantial effect on
hallucinations and delusions (Kandel 2000). However, these antipsychotic
drugs also give extrapyramidal side effects, such as muscle contractions and
problems of movement and gait (Kandel 2000). The extrapyramidal system
refers to the basal ganglia and several brain stem nuclei with which they are
connected, excluding the pyramidal system.
The next breakthrough came when clozapine was re-introduced in 1989
(Lancet 1989). It had previously been tried in Europe, but withdrawn due to
severe agranulocytosis. It is now used with close monitoring of patients in
the beginning of treatment to exclude risk group patients (Lancet 1989). This
drug showed higher efficacy in treatment resistant patients, was more
effective against negative symptoms, and showed less pyramidal side effects
(Kane et al. 1988, Kandel 2000, Kapur et al. 2001). However, clozapine and
its derivatives have other side effects, the most common being weight gain,
and its associated diseases (Wetterling 2001). After the re-introduction of
clozapine, several similar substances, with similar treatment effects, were
introduced. This group of drugs was referred to as atypical neuroleptics
(Seeman 2002). Lately, there has been some debate on whether atypical
drugs provide benefits over typical drugs or not (Geddes et al. 2003).
All neuroleptics are antidopaminergic, and their antipsychotic action is
correlated with their binding to the dopamine D2 receptor (Kandel 2000).
The later atypical variants target other neurotransmitter receptors as well,
most notably serotonin. The mechanism that makes atypical drugs different
from typical remains unclear, but a loose binding to the dopamine D2
receptor (Seeman 2002), preferential binding to the serotonin receptor 2A
(Kapur et al. 2001), or inverse agonism at serotonin receptor 2C have been
suggested (Herrick-Davis et al. 2000).
The response to atypical antipsychotic drugs is heterogeneous, with 3060% of the patients responding to clozapine (Arranz et al. 2000).
Pharmacological response variability between individuals is most likely due
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to several genes within each individual, where different genes can be
involved in drug targets and/or in drug metabolism (Kawanishi et al. 2000).

What causes Schizophrenia?
There are several ideas and theories around the etiology (the cause) of
schizophrenia (Sawa et al. 2002). Today, most researchers agree that
schizophrenia is a complex disease, the result of several genes and several
environmental factors.
There is a tendency of schizophrenia to be more common in some
families. Results from adoption and twin studies support the belief that this
is partly due to genes. Adoption studies have shown greater rates of
schizophrenia in genetic relatives to people diagnosed with schizophrenia
compared to adoptive relatives and control adoptees (McGuffin et al. 1995).
For example, one study indicates that approximately 15% of biological
relatives of schizophrenia adoptees suffer from schizophrenia compared to 13% in adoptive relatives and control adoptees (McGuffin et al. 1995).
Twin studies show that monozygotic twins, twins that share 100% of their
genes, show a higher concordance for the disease compared to dizygotic
twins, twins that share 50% of their genes. The exact schizophrenia
concordance numbers have varied from different studies but show an
average of 46% concordance rate for monozygotic twins and 14% for
dizygotic twins (Tsuang 2000). The heritability (variance in a phenotype due
to genes) calculated in these studies vary between 68-89% (Tsuang 2000).
However, it is also possible that shared biological environment in the
uterus for twins and, in the early years for adopted siblings, have an effect.
Early shared environment could transfer infectious agents, also proposed to
be involved in schizophrenia (Fuller Torrey et al. 2000). The fact that the
concordance for monozygotic twins is not 100% demonstrates that it is a
complex disease caused both by environmental and genetic factors. Place of
birth and birth complications are among the environmental factors suggested
to be involved in the etiology (Mortensen et al. 1999, Tsuang 2000). The
higher proportion of schizophrenics being born in urban areas could be
explained by prenatal infection, as there is a higher risk of infection there
(Mortensen et al. 1999). Prenatal infection as a cause for schizophrenia is
also supported by raised levels of cytokines in patients (Kirch 1993) and
findings of retroviral DNA in cerebral spinal fluid from patients (Karlsson et
al. 2001). Another environmental factor, emphasized in the 1970's, was the
rearing and the role of the mother. Now this view is strongly discredited as
little evidence has been found (Sawa et al. 2002). Nevertheless, there is
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evidence that a stressful family environment can have a negative effect when
there is an underlying genetic susceptibility (Tsuang 2000).

Schizophrenia genes
Linkage regions
The search for genes involved in schizophrenia has been slow. It has been
hampered by the absence of biological markers of the syndrome, such as a
clear neuropathology, and by the complex non-mendelian pattern of
inheritance (Harrison et al. 2003). One approach to find disease genes is to
search for linkage of the disease to chromosomal regions. Linkage studies
screen DNA from families with a disease for genomic markers that would
follow the disease more frequently than expected by chance.
Several areas of the human genome are proposed to be linked to
schizophrenia. Loci implicated include 1q21-q22,q42, 5q11-q13, 6q13q26,p22, 23, 8p21, 11q14-q21, 12q24, 13q32,q34, 15q15, 18p, and 22q11q13 (See OMIM #181500). Velo-Cardio-Facial Syndrome is a disease where
a large number of patients also have schizophrenia. Linkage to chromosome
22 reported in this group is also of interest for schizophrenia (Murphy 2002).
On many occasions, linkages detected have failed to be replicated, which
is probably due to the genetic heterogeneity of schizophrenia and that many
genes of small and interacting effects are involved in the disease (Evans et
al. 2001). Genetic heterogeneity means that genes causing schizophrenia in
some cases, such as genes of large effect in one family might not be involved
in other cases or in other families (Evans et al. 2001, Kato et al. 2002).
Another reason to the absence of replicated linkage might be that epigenetic
factors, which alter the gene activity without changing the DNA, are
involved in the disease (DeLisi et al. 2002).
Possible schizophrenia genes
During recent years, a substantial number of genes have been suggested to
be involved in schizophrenia. Most have been found by linkage analysis and
association analysis revealed that one haplotype/gene variant to be
significantly more common in patients.
A variant of the gene neuroregulin 1 (NRG1) was found to be associated
with schizophrenia both in Icelandic and Scottish populations (Stefansson et
al. 2003). Moreover, mice heterozygous for a deleted NRG1 showed
hyperactivity, as seen with the hallucinogenic drug PCP. The symptoms
were reversed by treatment with clozapine, which is used to treat
schizophrenia (Stefansson et al. 2003).
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The gene coding for the regulator of G-protein signaling-4 (RGS4) is
present in an area linked to schizophrenia. It's mRNA was found to be
decreased in a microarray study, and polymorphisms in the gene showed
association to schizophrenia (Harrison et al. 2003).
In a Canadian sample the G72 gene and D-aminoacid oxidase (DAAO)
gene, whose proteins interact, showed a strong association to schizophrenia
when combined (Chumakov et al. 2002).
The proline dehydrogenase gene (PRODH), which showed a complex
association to schizophrenia, is present in the region deleted in Velo-CardioFacial Syndrome (VCFS). However this result could not be replicated
(Harrison et al. 2003). Mice with inactivated PRODH have problems in
sensimotor gating, similar to those found in schizophrenia patients (Harrison
et al. 2003).
The cathechol-O-methyltransferase gene (COMT) is also present in the
VCFS region and an haplotype with decreased expression is associated with
schizophrenia (Bray et al. 2003). Moreover, the promoter variant that show
the greatest association to schizophrenia decrease COMT expression (Bray
et al. 2003).
Two additional possible schizophrenia genes are the Disrupted in
schizophrenia genes (DISC1 and DISC2) (Millar et al. 2000), which are
disrupted by a translocation that co-segregates with schizophrenia in a
Scottish family. The disruption seems to be causing psychosis in the family
but not in the population. The polymorphisms in the gene did not show
association to schizophrenia or to bipolar depression in Scottish families
even though the area (1q) is implicated in linkage studies (Devon et al.
2001).
Other genes include the gene NOTCH4, involved in neurodevelopment,
which showed association to schizophrenia (Wei et al. 2000). Another gene,
dysbindin (DTNBP1), showed association to the disease in Ireland and
Germany (Harrison et al. 2003).
Finally, a new schizophrenia gene, PPP3CC, coding for calcineurin A Jsubunit was recently published (Gerber et al. 2003). The risk haplotype was
present in 38% of the patients. Moreover, a mouse with another subunit of
the calcineurin protein knocked out in the forebrain, showed antisocial
behavior and a defect working memory (Gerber et al. 2003, Miyakawa et al.
2003).
Schizophrenia candidate genes in neurotransmitter systems
In addition to the genes above, there are candidate genes whose function
implies a possible role in schizophrenia. Several neurotransmitter systems
may be involved in the disease (Sawa et al. 2002). Here follows a brief
description of the neurotransmitter systems implicated in schizophrenia.
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Ligand binding studies show that schizophrenic patients have higher
levels of dopamine binding sites than controls (Mackay et al. 1982). In
addition, neuroleptics that are used to treat schizophrenia work as
antagonists on dopamine receptors and drugs that enhance dopamine action,
such as cocaine and amphetamine, can induce psychotic symptoms.
Dopamine is also involved in motivation, which is lacking in chronic
schizophrenia patients.
In addition, the serotonergic system might be involved in schizophrenia,
as it is targeted by the atypical neuroleptics and the psychotic drug LSD.
Moreover, the serotonergic system interact with the dopaminergic system
and might exert an inhibitory control over mesocorticolimbic dopamine
systems (Di Matteo et al. 2001). Serotonin is involved in mood and
emotional behavior.
The glutamate system has also been implicated in schizophrenia, with the
NMDA glutamate receptor as the major candidate. NMDA receptors are
involved in memory and brain development (Mohn et al. 1999). Mice with a
modified GRIN1 gene, which codes for the essential NDMA receptor
subunit, show stereotypic behaviors that can be ameliorated by treatment
with antipsychotic drugs that antagonize dopaminergic and serotonergic
receptors (Mohn et al. 1999). The drug PCP (phenylcyclidine) works as a
NMDA antagonist and produce symptoms similar to schizophrenia. PCP
also affects GABA expression (Abe et al. 2000).
Nicotinic receptors have also been suggested to be involved in
schizophrenia due to the high prevalence of smokers among patients and the
relationship of nicotine to dopamine (Breese et al. 2000).
In addition to the neurotransmitter receptors mentioned above, other
molecules involved in the activity and plasticity of neurotransmitters can
play a role, such as transporters and enzymes involved in the synthesis and
degradation.
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Messenger RNA expression studies in schizophrenia
To understand how genes are affected in a disease, a common approach is to
compare the mRNA levels between patients and controls. A differing mRNA
level in a schizophrenia brain can be considered an endophenotype that can
help to identify pathways involved in the disease. Since 1990, there has been
a wealth of studies published with regards to screening for mRNA
differences between schizophrenia patients and controls (See table 1 in paper
III). Until the breakthrough of real-time RT-PCR and microarrays, the most
common methods for mRNA quantification were in situ hybridization or
competitive RT-PCR and usually a few selected candidate genes were
screened for differences.
Recently, with the development of microarray technology expression,
thousands of genes have been screened for their involvement in
schizophrenia. These studies have detected several gene groups involved in
diverse functions, particularly presynaptic proteins and myelin related genes
(Mirnics et al. 2000, Hakak et al. 2001, Hof et al. 2002, Vawter et al. 2002).
A recent study on a custom-made array, composed by schizophrenia
candidate genes cDNA, found an up-regulation of several apoliprotein
(APOL) genes, important in cholesterol transport (Mimmack et al. 2002). An
additional recent paper verified changes of myelin and oligodendrocyte
related genes in schizophrenia using differential display PCR, real-time RTPCR and micro arrays (Tkachev et al. 2003).
Multiple genes have been reported to show significant differences between
patients and controls. However, most studies, including microarray
screenings, used an average sample size of ten patients compared with ten
controls and methods with low dynamic range. Differences between patients
and controls on microarrays need to be obtained with a sufficient number of
replicate arrays and individuals (Yang et al. 2002) and then the differences
should be validated using real-time RT-PCR (Chuaqui et al. 2002).
Finally, the possibility of brain-area specific effects needs to be
considered when interpreting expression differences. It has been suggested
that contradictory findings of expression differences in schizophrenia brain
may be due to that the cortical pathology in schizophrenia is heterogeneous
over different areas of the brain (Selemon 2001).
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Method Issues

Before the discussion of the results obtained in the papers, here follows a
description of some methodological issues related to real-time RT-PCR
quantification of mRNA levels. First, the inhibition of the PCR by reverse
transcription reagents is mentioned. Second, the choice of a reference to
normalize for experimental variability is discussed. Third, the selection of a
dilution series with known quantity, a standard series, is considered.

RT-inhibition of the signal in real-time PCR
The measured signal produced in real-time RT-PCR from a mRNA of a
specific gene increase when a higher concentration of polyA+ RNA is used
in the reverse transcription (RT) reaction. Despite this, the signal in real-time
PCR decreases with an excess amount of the RT-reaction added into the
real-time PCR reaction. This is due to the PCR inhibitory effect of several
reagents in the RT reaction. The optimal dilution of a RT-reaction to be used
for PCR was in our hands 1:8-9. Thus, a 20 Pl RT-reaction was diluted to
160 Pl and then aliquoted with 4 Pl per replica plate. One RT-reaction would
be enough for 40 replica plates to use in real-time PCR.

Normalization for experimental variability
Normalization is performed to adjust for variability in the total RNA
quantity in each sample and for different reverse transcription efficiencies
between samples. Measured mRNA quantity of a specific gene is normalized
using a reference. The reference can be the total RNA quantity of the sample
measured by a spectrophotometer, external synthetic RNA with known
amount added in each sample, or reference genes present in the cDNA
population of the sample.
Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPD) and the beta-actin
(ACTB) mRNA in addition to 12S and 18S rRNA are the classical
normalization genes, used since Northern blot was introduced. Both ACTB
and GAPD can be inadequate for several types of studies, because they have
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been shown to vary between tissues and with treatment (Lee et al. 2002).
However, the ACTB and GAPD gene expression are the most invariable
housekeeping genes, as revealed in a microarray study comparing four
different tissues (Lee et al. 2002). Ribosomal RNA is probably more stable
but constitutes 85-90% of the total cellular RNA, thus a completely different
order of abundance than mRNA, which constitutes 3-5% (Alberts et al.
1994). Moreover, the use of rRNA is not possible in mRNA enriched
samples. Reference genes should always be tested for non-variability
between groups or conditions compared. It is important to compare different
reference genes and study if any would give unexpected results.
Reference genes can be measured in separate PCR reactions, as we did, or
in the same tube as the target gene. The advantage of multiplex PCR is that
the variability specific for each PCR will be similar in all amplicons.
However, problems involve the need for multiple fluorescent fluorophores
and risk of mutual interference of primers. Finally, when reference genes are
used the PCR efficiency of the reference gene and candidate genes need to
be similar when no DNA standard curve is used.

Selection of standard curve for real-time RT-PCR
The Ct value from real-time measurement can be transformed to starting
template copy number, by using samples that contain a diluted series of
known amount of target RNA or DNA, a standard curve. The RNA standard
curve gives a measure of the efficiency in the RT and the PCR, while a DNA
standard curve gives only a measure of the PCR step efficiency.
We used a genomic DNA standard to adjust for differences in PCR
efficiency between different genes (primer sets), which is important when
using reference genes. Threshold cycle (Ct) values were transformed into
target amount using a standard dilution series. The standard dilution series
gives the linear equation of the logarithm of the target amount to the Ct
value, where the value of the negative slope depends on the PCR
amplification efficiency (Ct = slope x logarithm of target amount +
intercept). The resulting equation is called a standard curve.
In relative quantification (which focuses on differences between samples)
any arbitrary quantity is sufficient for standards, (and thus also for target
amount) as long as it reflects the differences between the different standard
dilutions. The standard curve can give a rough estimate of the cDNA copy
number for the gene measured, knowing the weight of a human genome and
assuming that each genome contains one copy of every gene.
One risk of using a genomic DNA as a standard is that it might not
amplify in the PCR with the same efficiency as the cDNA. Moreover, there
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is a risk of the genomic DNA deteriorating with repeated use. Deterioration
affects the starting point for the amplification and may result in a shift in the
Ct value with repeated use. A more serious consequence of using a genomic
standard is that all the primers have to be designed within exons, to be able
to amplify a DNA sample. This increases the risk of DNA contamination and
contamination decreases sensitivity of the assay.
One way to avoid the genomic standard in the future is to use a dilution
series from a cDNA pool, which is obtained from the same tissue as the
samples. The PCR efficiency can be obtained, knowing the relative
quantities of the cDNA dilution series standard.
In addition, it is not necessary to include a standard curve in each PCR
reaction if the amplification efficiency does not differ between individual
PCR reactions for the same amplicon. The efficiency can be measured once
for each amplicon and the copy number in subsequent measurements can be
calculated from the Ct values using the standard curve equation.
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Research Aims

The ultimate aim is to find mRNA expression differences in brains from
patients suffering from schizophrenia as compared to brains from normal
individuals, and to determine the specific mechanism that causes these
changes.
The specific aim is to develop an accurate and powerful strategy to detect
even small differences in brain mRNA levels between patients suffering
from psychiatric disorders and controls.

Specific aims of the papers included
Paper I:

To develop a strategy to detect small differences in mRNA
expression in human brain autopsy samples, and to evaluate if
mRNA levels in samples obtained post-mortem would reflect
levels in the living brain.

Paper II:

To evaluate inter-individual variability in mRNA expression
in rat brain.

Paper III: To detect differences in mRNA expression levels in prefrontal
cortex between schizophrenia patients and controls.
Paper IV: To develop a powerful statistical model to detect expression
differences in human brain.
Paper VI: To investigate the mechanism responsible for the decrease in
serotonin receptor 2C expression in schizophrenia brain.
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Significance of the Present Investigation

Different expression levels of specific gene products can have major effects
on brain function. Small shifts in expression levels of hormones,
neurotransmitters, their transporters, their receptors and other neuronspecific mRNA have been proposed to be related to behavioral differences
between individuals, as well as variable susceptibility to drugs.
Therefore, the identification of group specific differences in mRNA levels
will add to the understanding of brain function, disease etiology, and can
contribute to the search for new drug targets.
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Present Investigation

Paper I. High-resolution quantification of specific
mRNA levels in human brain autopsies and biopsies.
In paper I, we evaluated the possibility to detect small differences in mRNA
expression in human brain autopsy samples. In addition, we compared
mRNA measurements from samples from the living brain and post-mortem
samples.

Methods
Expression levels were measured by real-time PCR quantification of reverse
transcribed polyA+ RNA. The RNA was obtained from a set of 27 frontal
cortex autopsies and from another set of 27 samples where 14 were autopsies
and 13 were biopsies. The biopsies were in a few cases also from frontal
cortex, but many were from parietal cortex and other cortical areas.
Reproducibility of the real-time PCR assay, using the same primer set on the
same cDNA, was high: 97-99 %.
The data obtained by real-time RT-PCR were 10-logarithmically
transformed before analysis to obtain a normal distribution. Differences
between groups were tested using ANCOVA analysis, using two reference
genes, beta-actin (ACTB) and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(GAPD), as covariates.
The inter-individual variability for the power calculations were obtained
by calculating the mean and standard deviation of the mRNA expression
values, adjusted with the two covariates, for the 27 autopsies. Each
individual adjusted mean was obtained in an ANCOVA analysis by
assuming each replicate as an independent sample.
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Results
The comparison of autopsies to biopsies showed a decrease in absolute
quantity in autopsies, but the decrease was similar in all genes, and relative
levels did not show any significant differences.
The power analysis yielded the number of individuals required in each
group to detect a 1.5-fold to 10-fold difference between two groups given the
variability seen in individual adjusted means. The sample size calculations
indicated that at a power and a confidence of 95%, 22-221 individuals in
each group would be necessary to detect a 1.5-fold difference (9-76 for a 2fold difference), even after adjusting expression with covariates as ACTB
and GAPD.

Discussion
We conclude that autopsies can be used to study the mRNA levels in the
living brain. The finding of preserved relative mRNA levels in post-mortem
brain is supported by a later study on mouse, using cDNA microarrays
(Trotter et al. 2002). The correlation between frontal cortex autopsies and
biopsies was present although the biopsies could be from other cortex areas
than the frontal. The cortical origin is not highly important in this
comparison, as the expression profile is grossly similar in most areas in
human brain cortex (Watakabe et al. 2001).
We concluded that least 50 individuals in each group are needed to detect
small (twofold) differences between two groups, using the same ANCOVA
model. The genes with high inter-individual variability in mRNA levels are
of interest when searching for common gene variants and normal expression
variability involved in common complex diseases and drug response. Thus, a
large sample size is crucial for this type of investigations.
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Paper II. Analysis of gene expression in the rat
hippocampus using Real Time PCR reveals high interindividual variation in mRNA expression levels.
As described in the introduction, animal models can be used to study
endophenotypes and treatments related to complex diseases such as
schizophrenia. Rats are important for searching for mRNA expression and
behavioral differences due to different environmental stimuli (Stevens et al.
1997) or drug treatment (Chong et al. 2002). Rats are usually from an inbred
strain and are bred in a homogenous environment to reduce inter-individual
variability. In paper II, we measured mRNA expression in rat brain to
evaluate variability between individuals.

Methods
Whole hippocampi from twenty-nine male Sprague-Dawley rats were
obtained and then homogenized. Total RNA and polyA+ RNA was prepared
and reverse transcribed as described previously in paper I.
The cDNA levels were quantified using real-time PCR. In the method a
gene-specific probe or a DNA intercalator, such as the SYBR green dye can
be used to detect accumulation of PCR product. The two detection methods
were compared and the results showed a high correlation (r=0.99) for the
two genes tested. Thus, the unspecific intercalator is a satisfactory
replacement for probe detection as long as there is a single PCR product. Gel
pictures and melting profiles of completed PCR reactions indicated a single
PCR product for all genes included in this study.
The data obtained by real-time RT-PCR was 10-logarithmically
transformed before analysis to obtain a normal distribution. Gene expression
values were adjusted using beta-actin (ACTB) expression values as a
covariate in an ANCOVA. The adjusted means of individual duplicates was
used for determining the sample size required to detect a difference between
two groups.
Nine hippocampi were divided into two halves before RNA preparation to
study the expression of two genes more closely. One side of the
hippocampus was used to compare the results for the two genes between the
methods Northern blot and the real-time RT-PCR assay. The two methods
gave similar results for the nine individuals. The two sides from each
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individual were also compared to each other in the SYBR green assay and
showed no difference (not shown in paper).
Expression levels from thirty-seven genes were measured on 20
additional hippocampi samples using the SYBR green real-time RT-PCR.
The 37 genes included 23 known genes and 14 Expressed Sequence Tags
(ESTs)

Results
The measured mRNA quantities, adjusted with reference gene beta-actin
indicated very different levels of expression between genes, with as much as
a 28000-fold difference between the most extreme genes.
The variability between individuals was high, even after correction with
reference gene ACTB. There could be a 20-fold difference between the
extreme individuals in a highly variable gene. A power analysis with 95%
power and confidence, indicates a sample size of 5-135 individuals in each
group is required to detect a 1.5 fold difference (3-47 if a 2-fold difference)
between two groups. Even if the most variable genes are removed, the
required sample size still ranged from 3-30 individuals to be able to detect a
2-fold difference.

Discussion
Large differences were found between the normalized expression levels of
the tested genes. However, the correction with beta-actin might not be
equally optimal for all genes. Moreover, it is not possible to know if the
variations in mRNA levels reflect different proportions of different cell types
or the amount of gene activity. This makes comparisons between genes less
adequate than sample comparisons for the same gene.
We found a large variability between individuals in mRNA levels. It is
not likely that the variability observed is due to experimental variability, due
to several reasons. The reasons are that the reference gene would normalize
experimental differences between samples, there was no difference between
two separate brain preparations from the same individual, and two different
methods produced similar results.
We conclude that inter-individual variability is a large factor in mRNA
measurements of rat brain. This is surprising since the rats are inbred strains
and are raised in a homogenous environment. The cause for different mRNA
levels between individual rats could be transient events preceding their death
or it could be that there are differences in their environment or genes not
assessed in this study. The inter-individual variability in mRNA levels is
seldom assessed in rats, but a substantial inter-individual variation in mRNA
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levels was found for an inbred strain of mice. (Pritchard et al. 2001). More
rats than necessary should never be sacrificed, but small differences in
mRNA obtained in a small sample size need to be considered cautiously.

Paper III. Decrease of Serotonin Receptor 2C in
Schizophrenia Brains Identified by High-Resolution
mRNA Expression Analysis
We tested sixteen genes for significantly different expression levels in
prefrontal cortex for schizophrenia, as compared to controls.
There has been a wealth of studies published during the last ten years
comparing mRNA levels from schizophrenia brains and controls, which are
summarized in paper III. The previous studies used in situ hybridization and
RT-PCR (in most cases not real-time) to quantify mRNA, with the majority
focusing on the hippocampus or the prefrontal cortex. The sample size
would normally be ten patients compared to ten controls. The study
presented here used a more sensitive method and a larger sample size.

Methods
In the present study, 55 schizophrenia patients and 55 controls were included
to study the expression of 16 selected genes. Several of the genes had
previously been reported as differently expressed in schizophrenia. The
prefrontal brain samples were homogenized, polyA+ RNA were prepared
and reverse transcribed. The cDNA was then quantified using the sensitive
real-time PCR method.
A novel statistical approach was used to evaluate the mRNA expression
for the selected genes. A linear model of analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)
was developed and it is described in detail in paper IV. The model allowed
additive group effects for gender, brain bank, and replica plate (due to
samples being reverse transcribed on three different plates) and linear
statistical regression effects for age, post-mortem time, and the two reference
genes. The model used logarithmic (base 10) expression data that had been
averaged over the two duplicate samples per individual.

Results
Previously reported differences in mRNA expression levels were tested
again in the present investigation. The genes were neurotrophic tyrosine
kinase receptor, type 3 (NTRK3), reelin (RELN), synapsin II (SYN2),
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NMDA ionotropic glutamate receptor (GRIN1), serotonin receptor 2A
(HTR2A) and glutamate decarboxylase 1 (GAD1). We noted weak
tendencies to expression differences in these genes that point in the same
direction as previous studies. However, the differences were far from
significant.
Schizophrenia patients showed a highly significant 1.5-fold decrease
compared to controls for serotonin receptor 2C gene (HTR2C). The p-value
for HTR2C was 0.0003 (and not the p-value 0.001 reported in paper III)
using the ANCOVA analysis developed in paper IV. The HTR2C mRNA
expression difference was confirmed with a repeat run with the same
primers.
A significant 1.2-fold increase in monoamine oxidase B gene (MAOB), a
dopamine and phenylethylamine-degrading enzyme was also found. The pvalue for MAOB was 0.0005 (and not the p-value 0.001 reported in paper
III) using the ANCOVA analysis developed in paper IV.
Two genes showed a less significant change in this study. One gene was
the catechol-O-methyltransferase gene (COMT) (corrected p-value: 0.04).
This gene codes for a dopamine, epinephrine, and norepinephrine-degrading
enzyme. The other gene was the monoamine oxidase A gene (MAOA)
(corrected p-value: 0.03) that codes for a serotonin and noradrenalinedegrading enzyme. The MAOA gene actually shows an increase in mRNA
as MAOB also does, which could be due to a possible co-regulation of these
genes. This hypothesis is further supported by the fact that the MAOA and
MAOB genes are situated closely together on the X-chromosome.

Discussion
We could not confirm several previous findings of differential expression in
schizophrenia. This could be due to differences in the populations of patients
or in the brain areas within PFC studied, but it could also be related to a high
inter-individual variability in gene expression. Discoveries of small changes
in schizophrenia must be regarded cautiously when sample size is small,
semi-quantitative methods are used and there is lack of replication.
To test the power of our strategy, the required sample size to detect a 1.5fold difference, with a power and a confidence of 95%, was calculated for
MAOB and HTR2C, although not included in the paper. The calculations
were based on a conventional two-sided Students t-test with the variability
estimates obtained from the 55 control residuals. The sample sizes required
to detect a 1.5-fold difference were for the HTR2C gene 40 patients and 40
controls and for the MAOB gene 15 patients and 15 controls. The required
sample sizes would have been larger if the added variability of the
schizophrenia group would have been included in the model. The methods,
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statistical analysis and larger sample size used here show promise to find
small significant changes of expression between patients and controls.
The genes MAOA, MAOB, COMT and HTR2C that showed a
differential mRNA expression levels in schizophrenia, may become stronger
candidates as susceptibility genes for the disease and/or for the development
of new therapeutic strategies. Linkage to schizophrenia have been reported
to MAOB (Dann et al. 1997) while bipolar depression show linkage to
Xq24-q27, the area of the HTR2C gene (Pekkarinen et al. 1995).
The HTR2C gene is of interest as several atypical neuroleptics used to
treat schizophrenia have affinity for this receptor (Meltzer 1999). Moreover,
it is shown to be involved in the regulation of mesocortical and mesolimbic
release of dopamine (Di Matteo et al. 2001). These pathways are of great
interest for schizophrenia as an increased activity of the mesocortical
pathway and a decreased activity of the mesolimbic pathway could explain
cognitive difficulties and psychotic symptoms respectively (Kandel 2000).
Furthermore, DNA polymorphisms and RNA editing in the HTR2C gene
have been associated with schizophrenia subtypes (Segman et al. 1997,
Segman et al. 2000, Sodhi et al. 2001, Zhang et al. 2002).
Interestingly, recent papers support COMT, a dopamine-degrading
enzyme, as a strong candidate gene for schizophrenia (Harrison et al. 2003)
with a variant with decreased activity to be more frequent in schizophrenia
patients (Bray et al. 2003). This indicates that the genes that in our analysis
demonstrates a difference at the 0.05 significance level also may be of
interest for schizophrenia.
The two dopamine-degrading enzymes COMT and MAOB do not show
the same direction of change. The results here points to a decreased activity
of parts of the serotonin system, with decreased levels of one serotonin
receptor and the serotonin degrading enzyme MAOA. Nevertheless, in
agreement with other studies (Harrison et al. 2003), these results indicate
faulty monoaminergic synapses in schizophrenia.
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Paper IV. Statistical methodology in case-control 5'nuclease assays: Statistical design, modeling and
inference for identification of differentially expressed
genes
Paper IV describes the mathematical models developed for the mRNA
expression data from brain, measured by real-time PCR quantification on
reverse transcribed mRNA, followed by a 10-logarithm transformation. This
thesis does not aim to cover the mathematical explanation of the formulas,
but rather to briefly describe the statistical design.

Data source and formulas used
The data obtained for Paper I was used to determine the optimal statistical
analysis to use in paper III. Further analysis was then performed on data
obtained for Paper III. During the writing of this thesis, it was found that the
formulas used for the analysis in paper III were slightly different from the
ANCOVA formulas 7 – 10 and formula 13 in Paper IV. Therefore, all the
analysis was corrected in this thesis. However, this does not change the
conclusions of paper III. In fact, this resulted in more significant p-values for
genes significant, but gave otherwise similar results. The p-values resulting
from the corrected SAS formula are indicted in the summary for paper III.

Incomplete Balanced Block design
Before setting up measurement on the schizophrenia samples, statistical
analysis and modeling was made on data from Paper I. From the data it was
concluded there was much less variability between replicate samples from
the same individual than between individuals. Precision between an estimate
based on two rather than on three measurements differed negligible, so it
was decided that duplicates rather than triplicates could be used.
By using duplicates, it was possible to make an almost completely
balanced design of duplicate samples of the 110 individuals over three
reverse transcription plates and this was used in Paper III. Patients were
allocated to three different blocks with 18 individuals in each block
(18x3=54), and a similar design was performed for controls. The two
remaining individuals were included in two blocks (18+18+19=55). Each
block would be present on two (creating duplicate measurements) of the
three reverse transcription plates. Two patient blocks and two control blocks
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were on each reverse transcription plate, in a different combination on each
plate. The six blocks were equal in the composition with regard to sex and
brain bank.

Data handling in paper III and IV
Missing data was replaced by zero, the 10th logarithm of one copy mRNA,
which was assumed to be the absolute detection limit. Leaving out data
points corresponding to absence of detected expression of analysis would
cause left censoring in low-expressing genes.
Correlation of all measurements to reference genes were investigated and
gross outliers removed before means of duplicates were calculated. The
mean duplicate data without outliers was used for ANCOVA analysis, as this
would give a more precise estimate of the individual expression level. To use
duplicates instead of means of duplicates in analysis was not useful, as
regression on reference genes was not same between individuals (i.e. for the
averages) as between samples within individuals. As every individual two
duplicates are on different plates, there could be plate effects on individual
mean. However, this should not effect the average disease effect as patients
and controls are balanced over the three plates.

A different fitting than in a conventional ANCOVA model
In a conventional ANCOVA model, means between groups are compared
after removal of variability due to other variables. There is one important
difference between a conventional ANCOVA model and the one constructed
in paper IV and used in paper III.
The important modification is to fit the model on control data only. In
other words, the values of the regression coefficients and the categorical
coefficients are calculated from control data only. The patient expression
level is then predicted from that model. A conventional model would also
include patient data when fitting the model.
The modified ANCOVA assume that that a disease effect could be visible
both as a constant disease effect similar in all patients (as in a conventional
ANCOVA) or a differing disease effect, due to patient subgroups.

Test for significant different mean expression
The difference between each patient's observed and control-model predicted
data is the prediction error. The error is primarily caused by random
individual variation, but could also include a systematic disease effect.
Individual controls also show random deviation from the control model, but
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in this case, these deviations are referred to as residuals, rather than as
prediction errors. The mean of the 55 control residuals is zero, as the control
observed data is the data set used to fit the model.
A disease effect in a gene can be a mean difference between patients and
controls (constant disease effect) and/or a disease effect in subgroups. The
first effect is visible as a shift in the mean of patient prediction errors from
zero (controls mean) and the second as a greater variability in the patient
prediction errors compared to the variability in controls residuals.
In paper III, the mean prediction error in patients (constant disease effect)
is tested for significance. A modified t-test for independent samples, where
the standard deviation and the degrees of freedom (45) are obtained from the
control model, was used to calculate the p-value for constant disease effect.
No test for increased variability has been developed but a tendency of this is
visible in the HTR2C and MAOB residuals/prediction errors (see paper IV).

Advantages of a control based model
The advantage in using this model is the greater power to detect differences
between patients and controls due to subgroups in the patient group. We
assumed that subgroups within the patient group would be a result of the
heterogeneity of the disease and drug treatment, and therefore we argue that
the modified test would be more useful than a conventional ANCOVA.
The papers III and IV test only for the constant disease effect (formula 7 –
10 and formula 13). However, the p-values from these tests will be more
sensitive to differences due to subgroups as the variability from those groups
are not allowed to influence the inter-individual variability estimate. A
conventional ANCOVA was also performed on data for paper III, and the pvalues for HTR2C and MAOB were larger, (especially when compared to
the corrected p-values: 0.0003 and 0.0005) but still highly significant (pvalues: 0.002 and 0.006).
Since the modified model is based on the 55 control individuals rather
than the full sample size of 110, the inter-individual variability estimate used
to calculate the p-value will be less precise. However, since the control
group is large the loss in precision was in practice negligible.

Interaction effects on expression
A disease subgroup effect can sometimes be identified as an interaction
effect with other variables in the data set.
Interaction effect is a subgroup effect, where subgroups are identified by
another variable in the model (as for example sex or reference gene) will
show a different disease effect than other subgroups. One example of
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interaction would be if only female patients show a decreased expression
compared to controls. Another example would be if only patients with high
expression values, i.e. with high measurements of reference gene, would
show a disease effect, something that could be caused by limitations of the
quantification method.
Interaction effects with other variables were explored for serotonin
receptor 2C expression using a conventional ANCOVA model and the
results can be found in the discussion of Paper V.

MAOB and HTR2C are significantly different
The two genes monoamine oxidase B (MAOB) and serotonin receptor 2C
(HTR2C) were found to be significantly different in their mean expression
compared to controls, using the t-test statistics on prediction errors obtained
by the ANCOVA type model described above.
The serotonin receptor gene showed a slightly larger mean difference
(1.5-fold see paper III) than MAOB (1.2 fold). HTR2C had larger variability
than MAOB and lower measured levels of mRNA, with several individuals
below the detection limit.
It is likely, however, that the two genes are co-regulated, probably in
concert with many other genes, maybe preferentially genes active in
monoaminergic synapses. Interestingly, MAOB and HTR2C residuals
showed no correlation in controls (r=-0.02) but their prediction errors
showed a correlation in patients (r=-0.45). This indicates that patients that
express MAOB mRNA at high levels are expressing HTR2C mRNA at low
levels, while controls do not have this correlation.
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Paper V. Serotonin receptor 2C (HTR2C) and
schizophrenia: effect of medication and genetic variants
on expression levels.
We found a 1.5-fold decrease in serotonin 2C expression in schizophrenia.
Patients are treated with antipsychotic medication and any found difference
between patients and controls in mRNA levels can be due to that treatment.
Therefore, we evaluated HTR2C expression levels between different drugtreatment groups, including a group of untreated patients.
Next, we studied single nucleotide polymorphisms in the HTR2C
promoter, since some variants can affect expression levels (Yuan et al.
2000). The HTR2C gene is located on the X-chromosome (Xq24). As males
only have one allele of X-chromosome genes, it is possible to know which
allele is affecting expression for those individuals.

Methods
We measured HTR2C expression in 55 control and 55 schizophrenia
prefrontal cortex samples. The mRNA levels were measured by the real-time
RT-PCR method and were then 10-logarithmically transformed. The data
was then analyzed using a modified ANCOVA, which is described in paper
IV. The residuals from this model were used as a measure of individual
expression level in paper V. These expression levels are normalized for
differences due to several variables, including total mRNA quantity among
others.
The patients were divided into four drug-groups; patients treated with
atypical neuroleptics, typical neuroleptics, with unknown treatment, and
those untreated at death. Eleven patients were untreated at the time of death.
The mean expression level of the drug-groups were compared with each
other (ANOVA) and to controls (modified ANCOVA model).
Three single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were genotyped using a
DASH-assay and confirmed by sequencing. The three SNPs are located at
positions –666, -458, and -292 nucleotides from the major transcription start
of the HTR2C gene (Xie et al. 1996). Haplotypes were built by hand.
Haplotype frequencies between patients and controls were tested for
differences (chi-square). Furthermore, the mean expression levels of the four
most common haplotype combinations were compared to each other
(ANOVA).
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Results
There was no significant (p-value: 0.4) difference between the HTR2C
expression levels between the three drug groups; patients treated with typical
neuroleptics, atypical neuroleptics or untreated patients. All drug groups
showed a significant decrease compared to controls. The untreated group
showed a 1.6-fold decrease (p-value: 0.01). The group that received atypical
neuroleptics showed a 2-fold decrease (p-value: 0.002) and the group that
received typical neuroleptics presented a 1.3-fold decrease (p-value: 0.05).
The HTR2C promoter haplotype frequencies did not reveal any
significant differences between patients and controls (p-value: 0.6).
Furthermore, the analysis of mean mRNA expression levels in the different
haplotype groups failed to indicate significant differences between them (pvalue: 0.4).

Discussion
As discussed in paper IV, it is possible that the observed decrease in HTR2C
mRNA could be due to subgroups of patients identified by other variables in
the data set, i.e. interaction. We analyzed the diagnosis effect in the HTR2C
data for possible interaction with other variables in the data set, but did not
include the results in paper V. No interaction effects on the HTR2C
expression were detected between diagnosis and other variables, including
sex, age, brain bank, or reference genes. Therefore, we conclude that
subgroups defined by these variables cannot explain the decrease seen in
schizophrenia patients. The variable brain bank shows an independent effect
on HTR2C gene expression in both patients and controls. However, the
bank-effect was accounted for by the ANCOVA-type model used, and will
not affect the haplotype and drug effects tested in paper V.
The effect of atypical neuroleptics on HTR2C expression is of interest.
These drugs produce different effects on schizophrenia symptoms, they
present different side effects and several atypical drugs bind to HTR2C
receptors while typical drugs do not (Meltzer 1999, Kapur et al. 2001,
Wetterling 2001, Leucht et al. 2003). The results obtained indicate a larger
decrease in patients treated with atypical drugs. However, no significant
difference was obtained. If such difference exists it could indicate that the
HTR2C decrease is a desired response to the changes in the schizophrenia
brain absent in typical treated patients or it might indicate that the patients
with low HTR2C expression belong to a group that benefits the most from
atypical drug treatment.
More importantly, the decrease in HTR2C mRNA was present in patients
untreated at death. This suggests that the HTR2C mRNA decrease to be
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present in patients before medication and thus it should indicate a pathway
affected in schizophrenia patients.
However, whether the HTR2C decrease is a cause to or an effect from the
changes in the schizophrenia brain remain unclear. If it is causative, the
HTR2C gene should be a schizophrenia gene of small effect as no X-linked
inheritance pattern is seen in schizophrenia (See OMIM #181500). Since
there was no significant association with the polymorphisms studied here
and the disease, we have not obtained any support for the HTR2C mRNA
decrease to be a causative change in schizophrenia. The results rather
support the hypothesis of the HTR2C mRNA decrease to be an effect. The
correlation of HTR2C decrease with MAOB increase in patients, but not
controls, also supports this hypothesis, as this indicates that the difference
seen is an effect on the monoaminergic system, rather than pointing out a
single gene as more important.
However, it is still possible that common variants in the HTR2C gene are
involved in the schizophrenia pathology and confer susceptibility to
intermediate phenotypes of schizophrenia. These phenotypes could be
related to drug response or symptoms, such as cognitive deficits. Previous
studies indicate association between such symptoms and schizophrenia
(Sodhi et al. 1995, Segman et al. 1997, Segman et al. 2000, Zhang et al.
2002). The HTR2C gene might also play a role in other psychiatric disorders
as there is linkage to Xq24-q27 in a study on bipolar depression (Pekkarinen
et al. 1995).
In conclusion, the HTR2C gene is of interest to schizophrenia disease
etiology and drug treatment, but it is probably a gene of small effect and a
co-player with many other genes. The identification of additional co-players
could be performed using expression microarrays.
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Future Perspectives

Exploration of expression differences
We found small but significant differences in gene expression levels for four
genes involved in monoaminergic synapses in paper III. The genes were the
serotonin receptor 2C gene (HTR2C), the monoamine oxidase A gene
(MAOA), the monoamine oxidase B gene (MAOB), and the gene coding for
catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT). To confirm a difference, replica
PCR measurements can be made using the same primers, and in the next step
using other primers, to confirm that the change is gene specific. In addition,
different splice variants can be explored. Furthermore, local RNA
differences can be studied by in-situ hybridization. In addition, protein
levels, modifications, activity, and interactions can be investigated (Phizicky
et al. 2003).
We evaluated in paper V the possibility that polymorphisms in the
HTR2C gene may be associated with HTR2C gene expression and
schizophrenia. No such association was found but other genes that
demonstrated expression differences could be studied in a similar way. It is
also possible that the HTR2C gene promoter contain polymorphisms, not
genotyped in our sample, that show association to schizophrenia. Further
exploration on the HTR2C gene could involve study of the co-regulation
with other genes, especially those involved in the monoaminergic synapses.

Future candidate gene selection on DNA microarray
In this thesis, we used a candidate gene approach where the selection of
genes was made from the literature. In the future, such selection will be done
using the same samples in a microarray study. This project is underway
comparing patient pooled RNA to controls pooled RNA. Pooling was
necessary to obtain a sufficient amount RNA to use for the 3 to 5 replicate
array hybridizations necessary for adequate precision of measurement.
Patient RNA samples are pooled according to the medication received,
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including atypical neuroleptic users, typical neuroleptic users, and untreated
patients as described in paper V. This strategy allows the evaluation of
changes related to drug treatment. Once these changes have been found it
can be validated on real-time PCR, using the cDNA replica plates from 110
separate individuals the same way as described in paper III and paper V.

Concluding Remarks

The complex mRNA patterns of the living brain
The assumption that there are long-lasting mRNA levels associated to a
disorder may not hold. The mRNA levels might be different from controls
only at particular phases of a disorder or only in response to specific stimuli.
The mRNA levels also vary between different cells and between different
areas of the brain. It is likely that a complex disease, such as schizophrenia,
resulting from a complex interplay of genes and environment, will have
complex temporal and spatial mRNA expression patterns.
Therefore, there are two specific limitations associated with measuring
mRNA levels in a brain tissue sample. The first is that the results needs to be
validated with methods such as in situ hybridization, to study the localization
of the expression difference in the brain (Chuaqui et al. 2002). The second
limitation is that the mRNA levels might not reflect a constant steady-state
level, but a temporary level, reflecting the situation of the individual at the
time of death.
It is possible to obtain tissue specimens during different phases of
disorders that affect non-vital organs, but not for those that affect the brain.
An alternative to obtain tissue specimens is to study the brain at work by
non-invasive imaging methods, such as fMRI (functional Magnetic
Resonance Imaging) or PET scan (Positron Emission Tomography)
(Blasberg et al. 2003). These methods can study the blood flow and the sugar
metabolism, in addition to reporter gene expression in the living brain
(Blasberg et al. 2003). However, monitoring mRNA expression of natural
genes in the working human brain is still in the distant future.
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We addressed the problem of post-mortem samples by comparing the
mRNA levels of biopsies to autopsies. The results showed that the relative
levels were well conserved. However, it is worth mentioning that the
biopsies showed higher variability than the autopsies. This can be due to
mRNA being more variable in a living brain, and/or to the biopsies being
taken in a more variable manner than the autopsies, as they are removed
during surgery for different conditions such as epilepsy or brain tumors.
The possibility remains that there are steady state differences in mRNA
levels between schizophrenia patients and controls. Therefore, given a
sensitive and reliable method of measurement, a powerful statistical
approach and a sufficient number of samples, these differences might be
detected. The strategy developed in paper I and IV has the potential of
meeting these standards.

Drug treatment effects on gene expression
One major difference between patients and controls is that patients are
treated with antipsychotic medication. These drugs affect the brain,
including the mRNA expression. Information on medication and especially
on untreated patients, as we had the opportunity to investigate in the final
paper, makes it possible to draw conclusions about which expression
changes are related to the disease but not to the drug treatment. Moreover,
mRNA levels in non-schizophrenic patients treated with neuroleptics can be
studied. This information can be complemented by studying mRNA levels in
rats treated with neuroleptics.

Inter-individual variability in gene expression
The search for disease genes has, to a large degree, focused on changes in
coding sequences that would modify the function of the translated protein.
Equally important, the non-coding DNA has gained focus during the last
years, when it was realized that the total amount of genes (about 30.000) in
the human genome was smaller than previously expected (Venter et al.
2001). The function of most non-coding DNA is unknown, but one
possibility is that a major part is involved in the regulation of gene activity.
Known cis-regulatory regions (regions that control expression of genes on
the same chromosome) in the human genome have been found to be highly
polymorphic (Stephens et al. 2001) and in many cases affecting gene
expression (Rockman et al. 2002). Regulatory DNA variation might also
have a prominent role for psychiatric traits, as exemplified by associations
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between regulatory polymorphisms in the serotonin transporter gene and the
monoamine oxidase A gene to anxiety and aggression (Hamer 2002).
Interestingly, a recent microarray study on lymphoblastoid cells found
that there is a substantial inter-individual variability in human gene
expression, and that the expression levels show familial aggregation
(Cheung et al. 2003). The presence of a high inter-individual variability in
human brain mRNA levels, presented in paper I, support this report.
Therefore, the inter-individual variability needs to be considered in
searching for expression differences between groups. Finally, it is likely that
normal inter-individual expression variability of genes might provide the key
to common complex disorders. The brain mRNA expression levels could
serve as an endophenotype and thus help to identify the possibly large
amount of regulatory polymorphisms involved in the complex diseases of
the brain.
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Paper IV: submitted manuscript
Page 3, figure 1.

The scale includes 100,000 genes queried on microarrays, while it
should stop at 10,000 genes.
Page 11 piece 3, last sentence

The heritability (variance in a phenotype due to genes)
It should be:
The heritability (proportion of the variance in a phenotype due to
genes)

